A. PCR analysis of G4 instability at endogenous G4 site Qua213; each well represents an independent PCR reaction on 10% single worm lysate. The size-range of PCR-amplified deletions products is indicated by ∆; two reference size markers (500bp and 1000bp) are indicated. B. Examples of G4 deletions identified in the indicated genetic backgrounds. Deletion analysis was performed on second-generation mutants to avoid maternal contribution of nuclease activities.
Supplementary Figure 2. Hypothetical models for G-quadruplex-induced deletion formation and their predicted impact on G4 deletion distribution. Left:
A "direct conversion model" where a mutagenic G-quadruplex is processed and thus lost during deletion formation, resulting in a random distribution of unique deletions among individuals and hence a relative low probability of multiple unique deletions in single animals. Right: A "persistent lesion model" where a pre-mutagenic G-quadruplex persists across multiple cell divisions spawning differently sized deletions in descending cells. This scenario results in an overrepresentation of multiple unique deletions in single animals. PCR analysis of G-quadruplex instability at endogenous G4 site Qua1277 in wildtype (A) and dog-1 deficient (B) L4 animals that were exposed to 0 or 25uM Pyridostatin (PDS) for 72 hours; each well represents an independent PCR reaction on 10% single worm lysate; red asterisks mark positive reactions. The size-range of PCR-amplified deletions products is indicated by ∆; two reference size markers (500bp and 1000bp) are indicated. C. Quantified deletions frequencies at Qua1277; >140 single worm lysates were analyzed per condition (see A and B for representative gel images). While chronic treatment with PDS concentrations >50μM resulted in robust developmental arrest, chronic treatment with 25μM PDS allowed L4 larva to develop into fertile adults. In both wildtype and dog-1 animals, 25μM PDS treatment did not result in a significant increase in deletion formation (p>0.15 by Fisher's exact test, two tailed).
